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Abstract
We develop a logic-based approach for designing simulation-based training scenarios. Our methodology embodies a con-
cise definition of the scenario concept and integrates the notions of training goals, acceptable versus unacceptable
actions and performance scoring. The approach applies classical artificial intelligence (AI) planning to extract coherent
plays from a causal description of the training domain. The domain- and task-specific parts are defined in a high-level
action description language AL. Generic causal and temporal logic is added when the causal theory is compiled into the
underlying Answer Set Programming (ASP) language. The ASP representation is used to derive a scoring function that
reflects the quality of a play or training session, based on a distinction of states and actions into green (acceptable) and
red (unacceptable) ones. To that end, we add to the casual theory a set of norms that specify an initial assignment of col-
ors. The ASP engine uses these norms as axioms and propagates colors by consulting the causal theory. We prove that
any set of such norms constitutes a conservative extension of the underlying causal theory. With this work, we hope to lay
the foundation for the development of design and analysis tools for exercise managers. We envision a software system
that lets an exercise manager view all plays of a tentative scenario design, with expediency information and scores for
each possible play. Our approach is applicable to any domain in which means-ends reasoning is pertinent. We illustrate
the approach in the domain of crisis response and management.
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1. Introduction

Imagine a pan, without a lid, overheating on a stove in an

industrial kitchen. The pan contains cooking oil that will

ignite and burn if left to itself. There is a kitchen policy

and operating procedure designed to protect against work-

place hazards such as this, but working in a big kitchen is

a high-stress job, and continuous restaffing makes it diffi-

cult to keep all employees drilled in safety procedures at

all times.

An astute employee who recognizes the danger may

attempt to avert it, but even in a simple scenario such as

this, his success depends on his competence and training.

In an optimal performance, he would notice that the pan is

overheating and simply turn off the stove. But if he is new

to the job, he may not realize the danger until the pan starts

to give off smoke. When this happens, there is still time to

prevent a fire if, say, the employee acts quickly and both

turns off the stove and puts a lid on the pan. We are sup-

posing that the cooking oil has been brought so close to

the point of ignition that the residual heat in the stove will

set it off unless the pan is covered.

Some actions that are open to the employee are prudent

if performed at the right time but dangerous otherwise. As

an example, take the action of turning on the fan to dissi-

pate the smoke. If the stove is already turned off and the

pan has a lid on it, then this is a useful thing to do.

However, if the fan is on when the oil catches fire, the fire

spreads to the vent shaft.
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Other actions are downright bad ideas, for instance, pour-

ing water on the fire. This causes a fire splash that spreads

the fire to the kitchen cabinets as well. If the employee next

acts with acumen, he may still redeem himself by putting

out all incipient fires quickly. There are three different fire

extinguishers hanging on a panel on the back wall of the

kitchen. It is important that the employee selects the correct

extinguisher, for as one extinguisher is for grease fires, the

second for metal fires, and the third for fires in combustible

substances, it is easy to get things wrong.

Emergency exercises are specifically designed to pre-

vent harmful incidents like this from evolving and to drill

the staff in efficient actions to mitigate the consequences.

Simulation-based training (SBT):1 understood as the sys-

tematic acquisition of concepts, knowledge, and rules in a

designed practice environment with both real and synthetic

elements—offers a way for personnel to practice coping

with hazardous contingencies safely in their work environ-

ment. In other words, somewhere to learn from mistakes

without doing any damage and somewhere for manage-

ment to validate and improve emergency protocols with

little overhead. A well-designed simulation enables delib-

erate practice,2,3 in which trainees improve their proce-

dural knowledge through tailored feedback on the

effectiveness of their means-ends reasoning.

Deliberate practice relies on monitoring trainee perfor-

mance to tailor feedback and reruns. Individual scores

must be aggregated into time series if long-term learning

effects are to be documented and the training regime itself

fine-tuned accordingly. Current practices are widely con-

sidered to fall short in this respect. Costly exercises are

regularly held with little or no means of documenting

learning effects in any principled manner.4,5 To be useful,

SBT thus requires a set of well-defined performance

metrics for means-ends reasoning. Moreover, these

metrics, and how and when in a simulation to collect data

on them, must be designed into the scenario.

The present paper elaborates on a foundational aspect

of assessing means-end reasoning on the part of those

training in simulations. It is concerned with the problem of

finding an easy-to-interpret and easy-to-apply metric for

scoring the instrumental rationality displayed by an agent

in different plays of the same simulation scenario.6 The

central idea is that of interpreting a simulation scenario for-

mally as a dynamic system in the classical symbolic artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) sense.7–10 In a nutshell, a dynamic

system is a state transition diagram where the transitions

are actions whose effects are recorded as properties of the

adjacent vertices. Such a diagram is encoded in a causal

language as a causal theory axiomatizing the effects of

actions on objects and the interaction between objects in

the domain of interest. A causal theory additionally axio-

matizes a few general rules of causal reasoning, notably

the default persistence of facts over time (inertia).11

In this paper, we adopt a two-step methodology: the

domain-specific part of a causal theory is represented in

an abstract action description language, specifically the

language AL.8,12 This language abstracts away the logical

details of causal and temporal reasoning, allowing domain

experts and scenario designers to focus on defining events

and possible actions. Next, the resulting domain descrip-

tion is translated into the declarative programming lan-

guage Answer Set Programming (ASP), which automates

the causal reasoning and takes care of propagating facts

through time.

The mode of execution of the compiled ASP program

will depend on the problem to be solved. A causal theory

encoded in ASP can be used to predict and to plan. In a

prediction problem, the task is to determine how the cur-

rent state of affairs will change after a given sequence of

actions is executed. In a planning problem, the task is to

find a sequence of actions that causes an initial state to

evolve into a desirable end state, aka. a goal state.7 We

have argued elsewhere13 that the planning mode is useful

in the scenario design phase to assist the designer in vali-

dating and exploring combinations of events. For instance,

a designer would typically want to check that the actions

and events he has defined yield coherent plays, that the

different lines of evolution make sense from a skill-

building perspective, and that there are no anomalies in the

scenario that can cause a trainee to mistrain. Prediction,

however, is useful in the actual simulation or training

phase for managing the simulated events, say, in a virtual

three-dimensional (3D) environment.14 Using the causal

theory to predict the consequences of actions in a complex

environment over time, the simulation engine would essen-

tially just have to render the ensuing states. This workflow,

based on a central knowledge base and the two aforemen-

tioned modes of automated reasoning, is the main principle

behind the ExManSim architecture (exercise management

and simulation architecture) that was proposed in an earlier

article written by the present authors.5,13

The principal theme of the present paper, however, is

that of performance scoring. We reduce the problem of

scoring training sessions to the problem of defining a func-

tion from plans to integers that represents a reasoned

assessment of a plan interpreted as a play. This reduction

is based on identifying a training scenario with the causal

theory that describes it and a play with a plan of how to

move from an initial state to a goal state according to that

theory. The core idea behind the performance metric is to

derive a scoring function from a distinction of states and

actions into green (acceptable) and red (unacceptable)

ones. To that end, we add to the casual theory a set of col-

oring rules that we refer to as norms which specify the

conditions under which an action or state is to be deemed

acceptable or unacceptable. The set of norms constitutes a

deontic specification that enables the ASP engine to
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compute and propagate colors over all states in all plans.

We prove that any set of norms as so defined constitutes a

conservative extension of the causal theory in the sense

that computing performance metrics does not affect the

causal reasoning. A summary of the contributions of this

paper goes as follows:

� We formalize the notion of simulation scenario in

terms of dynamic systems declared in the action

language AL. This formalization is also a contribu-

tion to the modeling and simulation field itself, in

that it provides a plausible clarification of an over-

loaded and under-specified notion.
� We axiomatize the concepts of acceptable and

unacceptable actions and states in a deontic overlay

to the action language AL.
� We formally prove that this axiomatization has the

property that any particular deontic specification,

i.e., set of norms, constitutes a conservative exten-

sion of the underlying causal theory. This means

that introducing the notion of expediency does not

interfere with, or change, the scenario itself.
� We formulate a set of requirements that a scoring

function should satisfy.
� We define a function that meets these requirements

by derivation from the number of green and red

entities contained in a plan.

We discuss a few sample runs from our prototype imple-

mentation offered as a proof of concept.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 puts our

development in the relevant SBT context. Section 3

assembles enough background material to allow the paper

to be self-contained; it explains the basics of the ASP pro-

gramming language, it introduces the action language AL,
and it explains how the ASP encoding of the AL action

description defines a labeled transition diagram. Transition

diagrams are very useful for visually displaying causal

theories. By way of illustration, we formalize the kitchen

scenario mentioned above and show parts of its associated

transition diagram. It will be used as a running example

throughout. Section 4 discusses a crucial idea of this

paper, which is that of treating a simulation scenario as a

causal theory and a play or training session as a sequence

of actions that leads from an initial state to a goal, i.e., as

a plan. These sequences of actions form the domain of the

scoring function, which will calculate the overall quality

of the play based on the combinations of acceptable and

unacceptable actions and states. To that end, section 5

defines a deontic extension to the AL language used to

express the acceptable/unacceptable distinction. We prove

that the general syntax of this deontic language is such that

any particular specification of acceptable and unacceptable

states and transitions in a given causal theory constitutes a

conservative extension of that theory. The resulting

language, which we call ALD for easy reference, is next

used to encode a normative specification for the kitchen

scenario, exemplifying how ALD defines a colored transi-

tion diagrams from which the acceptable and unacceptable

choices at each point in time can easily be read off. In sec-

tion 6, a scoring function is derived from the coloring of

states and actions by certain algebraic operations on the

number of green and red actions and states of the play. It

is argued that a score function should satisfy certain desi-

derata, for instance, that shorter plays should ceteris pari-

bus be preferred to longer ones. Section 7 compares a

selection of plays and explains discrepancies in their score

by reference to causal laws and deontic norms. These

examples serve to illustrate how the causal theory, the

deontic specification, and the scoring function combine to

form a single theory.

2. Background

The topic of scoring performance in simulations has been

discussed in various forms in the literature; perhaps most

extensively for medical simulations and military simula-

tions. Although discussions tend toward platform-specific

details of measurement, the salient issues in simulation-

based performance studies are, in fact, similar to those

of empirical performance studies. In particular, both simu-

lations and empirical performance studies (especially

controlled experiments) rely on administering small repre-

sentative tasks,15 in place of real-world tasks. This is out

of necessity for conducting simulations and studies in rea-

sonable time, but also by design to accentuate learning

and systematic assessment. The question of scoring perfor-

mance in simulations therefore relies on designing these

small representative tasks with sufficient construct validity16

and criterion validity17 to allow generalizability of training

and assessment results to the real-world. Designing small rep-

resentative tasks, in turn, relies on comprehensive domain-

specific task analyses18 and insight into how to build expertise

and skills using these tasks.19–25

However, or focus is, in one sense, not on such detailed

task analyses. The task that is the subject of our discussion

is means-end reasoning.26 This is a judgment and

decision-making task27–30 that consists of choosing and

sequencing procedural sub-tasks (means) in order to obtain

desired outcomes (ends), in other words to decide on the

best, or alternatively, a satisfying,31 course of action.

Although the design, training, and assessment of proce-

dural tasks (handling fire extinguishers, using structured

communication formats when communicating an emer-

gency, etc.) are essential for completeness in training, the

means-end reasoning that deploys such tasks has a generic

task-independent aspect to it. It is precisely this generic

aspect that lends itself to the approach we shall elaborate

on in the following.
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The present research develops a logic-based approach

for assessing performance on means-end reasoning. The

resulting framework is generic in two respects. First, the

framework is domain and task agnostic. Implementing a

particular training scenario boils down to describing spe-

cific events and tasks that stimulate the particular expertise

and skills under training. Such instances are defined by

domain specific predicates that express the characteristics

of the objects and interactions that make up these events

and tasks. In contrast, the logic of causation and inertia

(i.e., the default propagation of statefulness through time),

as well as the deontic logic of reasoning about acceptable

versus unacceptable courses of action, is handled by a

background theory encoded in ASP. This separation of

concerns allows the scenario designer to focus on defining

the desired expertise and skills rather than on the physical

simulation itself.

Second, since the framework is fully expressed in logic,

it is also fully declarative, and therefore independent of

any particular simulation platform. Platform and imple-

mentation independence is a major concern in the model-

ing and simulation community. The high-level architecture

(HLA) is a standardized simulation protocol32 that can be

implemented in various simulation frameworks and

engines. HLA comes with an abstract specification format

called the Base Object Model (BOM) format,33 and more

expressive abstractions have been proposed in the form of

ontology-based34 semantic extensions to the BOM for-

mat.35 Such ontologies are currently under development

for both military and civilian domains,36–41 where they are

also studied as prerequisites for the modeling and simula-

tion as a service (MSaaS) vision.42 To enable exercise

managers, who may be non-technical experts, to compose

simulations from simulation services, the services must

have semantic and abstract non-technical, but machine-

readable, service descriptions.43,44 The relevance of the

work discussed in this paper to all of the above is that the

logical framework can be seen to represent such abstract

specifications (BOMs, ontologies, service descriptions) in

such a way as to enable machine reasoning over those

specifications. This is essential for a structured design and

analysis approach to designing skill-centered training sce-

narios, and so in another sense than above, or focus is

indeed on detailed task analysis, namely, on analyzing the

task of means-end reasoning in a given domain.

From a methodological point of view, the present work

is most aptly viewed as an application of classical AI plan-

ning to the problem of scoring plays of an SBT scenario.

The literature on classical planning spans 50 years of

research, and the interested reader is referred to Russell

and Norvig’s10 overview of the subject. The scoring func-

tion that is proposed is derived from a division of nodes

and edges in a transition diagram (corresponding to a cau-

sal theory in the sense used in symbolic AI into acceptable

(green) and unacceptable (red) actions and states). More

specifically, the function measures the performance of an

agent by calculating the ratio of acceptable and unaccepta-

ble actions to the complexity of a task and the actual num-

ber of actions performed by the agent. We regard this as

the principal idea of the present paper and as its main con-

tribution. Given the qualitative basis of this function (i.e.,

the distinction between green and red), its values are most

naturally interpreted as a measure of the instrumental

rationality, i.e., the effectiveness of an agent’s means-ends

reasoning.

Colored transition diagrams are defined in a language

ALD which is a straightforward extension of the action

language AL8 with norms. The idea of expressing the dis-

crepancy between acceptable and unacceptable actions by

a red–green coloring of transition diagrams is not itself one

for which we claim originality. Our approach closely fol-

lows the deontic action language nC+ of Sergot and

Craven,45 which is itself a deontic extension of the lan-

guage C of Giunchiglia et al.46 Indeed, language ALD is

essentially a re-implementation of Sergot and Craven’s

deontic extension on top of the action language AL instead

of on top of C. There are two main reasons for doing this,

the first has to do with the expressiveness of the respective

action languages. More specifically:

� AL unlike nC+ allows recursive rules.47 Recursion

is important for any domain in which an action may

have to be repeated an indefinite number of times

until a condition is met.
� AL unlike nC+ has explicit negation aka. strong

negation which is useful for distinguishing between

what is known to be false and what is not known to

be true.48

The second reason for choosing AL over C is practical

and has to do with the availability of software. Language

AL comes with an encoding into ASP (we extend this

encoding toALD). ASP is a general purpose programming

language for NP-hard problems, it is actively developed,

and it exists in a rich ecosystem of programming language

APIs and third-party libraries. Examples of programming

APIs include Clyngor (https://pypi.org/project/clyngor/)

and Clorm (https://github.com/potassco/clorm) for Python,

Clj-ansprog for Clojure (https://github.com/zootalures/clj-

ansprog), and EmbASP (https://www.mat.unical.it/cali

meri/projects/embasp/) for Java, Python, and C#. Third-

party libraries include the Asprin49 library for complex

preference reasoning and aspStream (https://github.com/

potassco/aspStream) for stream reasoning. In comparison,

nC+ is implemented on top of the action language C in a

special purpose tool called the Causal Calculator or CCalc.

The Causal Calculator was part of Norman McCain’s dis-

sertation ‘‘Causality in commonsense reasoning about

actions’’ from 1997. It was later incorporated in the MAD-

language (The Modular Action Description language), but
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does not seem to be actively maintained at present. There

is a software tool called Cplus2ASP that translates C the-

ories into ASP,50 but due to discrepancies in the respective

semantic underpinnings, the encoding is not very easy to

read (for instance, preconditions of causal laws are pre-

pended by double negation as failure, and fluent constants

are heads of rules with a double negation of itself as condi-

tion). In contrast, the ASP encoding of AL is simple and

fairly direct, and therefore easier to inspect, amend and

debug.

Non-logical simulation-specific formalisms exists, and

it is in place to comment on why we do not use any of

these. Foremost among them is the Discrete Event System

Specification (DEVS) of Zeigler et al.51 DEVS is based on

automata theory with mixed-in features from process mod-

eling and object orientation. In the interest of brevity, we

give a brief comparison of DEVS with ASP, taking them

as representative of system-theoretical and logic-based

approaches, respectively:

� Research traditions:

s DEVS derives from systems theory, particu-

larly automata theory.52

s ASP comes from non-monotonic logic and

more generally symbolic AI.
� Simulation model:

s DEVS is a discrete event formalism. That is,

time is continuous and any pair of events can

be separated by any length of time. As such it

is appropriate for modeling the internal state of

cyber-physical systems such as robots.53

s ASP is more compatible with discrete time

models, i.e., with an abstract representation of

time as a sequence of discrete steps of the same

duration. ASP is appropriate for solving prob-

lems that can be construed as logic problems,

e.g., planning, diagnosis, and explanation.
� Supported operations:

s ASP supports reasoning. An ASP theory can be

used to predict events, to explain observations,

and to answer queries.

s DEVS defines simulations that can be run from

start to finish. To answer a query, one typically

has to run the entire system until the simulation

of an action sequence is complete.54

Foo and Peppas54 summarize the relative merits of

system-based and logic-based formalisms with the follow-

ing two maxims:

1. If simulating a system that is inertial, meaning that

facts are propagated forward in time by default,

and then use DEVS and not logic.

2. In query answering or planning use a logic-based

approach.

The first of these maxims, Foo and Peppas argue, follows

from the fact that inertia is implicit in the DEVS framework

but requires verbose and intricate axiomatizations in logic-

based formalisms. However, they only consider early logic-

based formalisms such as the situation calculus of

McCarthy55 and the event calculus of Kowalski and

Sergot.56 ASP is a more recent language based on the stable

model (answer set) semantics of logic programming pro-

posed by Gelfond and Lifschitz.57 The stable model seman-

tics does have inertia built in, so this particular reason for

preferring DEVS falls away. Moreover, since planning is the

central inference operation in this paper—as we shall argue

later, scoring plays of a simulation scenario is essentially

scoring plans—ASP becomes the natural choice.

3. Causal theories and action description
languages

This section presents an overview of the three formalisms

we use to specify dynamic systems in our discussion. As

will be apparent, each formalism serves a particular purpose.

Thus, we summarize the action description language AL,8,58
ASP,7–9,59,60 an encoding from AL into ASP,8 and transition

diagrams8,58 at the levels of detail needed for our discussion.

An action description language is a formal language for

defining state transition systems modeling the effects of

actions on the world. Such state transition systems will

henceforth also be called causal theories. Action languages

are commonly used in artificial intelligence and robotics to

implement an agent loop comprising the steps observe-

plan-execute. Well-known examples from the literature are

the STRIPS language,61 the situation calculus,62 the event

calculus,56 the language C+,46 and the language AL.58
The latter is the language of choice in this paper, for the

reasons mentioned in section 2. We start by describing this

language in a bit more detail.

3.1. The action language AL
The action language AL is parameterized by a signature s

that declares symbols of two sorts: fluent and action con-

stants. Fluent constants represent the properties that can be

changed by actions, i.e., facts that are true at one point in

time and false at another. They can be thought of as atomic

propositions. Action constants represent actions, which in

this context are atomic (i.e., not complex) performances of

an unspecified agent. We shall use a, a1, a2, . . . for action
constants and f , f1, f2, . . . for fluent constants. A fluent

literal denoted l, l1, l2, . . . is a fluent constant f or its nega-

tion :f . Similarly an action literal denoted e, e1, e2, . . . is
an action constant or its negation. A set of fluent literals S

is complete if for any f either f or :f is in S. It is consis-

tent if there is no f such that both f and :f are in S.

AL allows three types of statement as follows:
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1. Causal laws:

e1 . . . em causes l if l1, . . . , ln

2. State constraints:

l if l1, . . . , ln

3. Executability conditions:

impossible a if l1, . . . , ln

Causal laws describe the effects on an environment of

simultaneously executing a set atomic actions while

refraining from others (the latter represented by negated

action literals). This feature, i.e., concurrent actions in the

heads of causal laws, is a slight generalization of the AL
language that is useful in practice. In the kitchen scenario,

it allows an agent to turn off the stove and put a lid on the

pan at the same time. Another generalization is that we

allow negations of actions to occur as conditions in causal

laws. For succinctness of expression, the following abbre-

viation8 is adopted henceforth:

e1, . . . , em causes l = df e1, . . . , em causes l if T

where T is an arbitrary tautology.

State constraints define causal relations between fluents

and thereby also indirect effects of actions. An executabil-

ity condition states that an action a cannot be performed

under the circumstance described by l1, . . . , ln. In the liter-

ature, executability conditions sometimes take the more

general form:

impossible a1, . . . , am if l1, . . . , ln

This generalized version says that it is impossible to

execute a1, . . . , am simultaneously in a state satisfying

l1, . . . , ln.
8 This additional expressiveness is not needed

for present purposes, though.

3.1.1. Example 1 (The kitchen scenario). We give an AL
representation of a simplified version of the kitchen sce-

nario from the introduction: there is a pan with cooking oil

on a stove that is turned on too hot. There is a lid for the

pan, a kitchen fan, and a vent. The actions available to the

agent are as follows:

� put the lid on the pan: put(lid, pan),
� turn off the stove: turnOff(stove),
� turn on the fan: turnOn(fan), and
� a wait action that has no effect on fluents.

The wait action will function as a device for saying that

the agent does not do anything else. It is convenient for

triggering negative action literals in causal rules, as

explained below.

The fluents that describe the relevant properties of the

domain are as follows:

� on(stove) representing that the stove is on,
� on(fan) representing that the fan is on,
� on(lid, pan) representing that the lid is on the pan,
� heats(pan) representing that the pan is overheated,
� smoke(pan) representing that smoke is developing

from the pan,
� fireIn(oil) and fireIn(vent) representing fire in oil

and fire in vent.

Note that although these actions and fluents are com-

plex terms (e.g., built from put(), lid, pan), they are con-

sidered atomic here in the context of AL; they are simply

actions or fluent. In this running example, these terms

anticipate the finer-grained signatures of ASP in the next

section. The actions and fluents are related by the follow-

ing causal laws:

turnOff stoveð Þ causes :on stoveð Þ ð1Þ
turnOn fanð Þ causes on fanð Þ ð2Þ

put lid, panð Þ causes on lid, panð Þ ð3Þ

put lid, panð Þ, turnOff stoveð Þ causes:fireIn oilð Þ
if:fireIn oilð Þ

ð4Þ

:turnOff stoveð Þ causes heats panð Þ if on stoveð Þ ð5Þ
:turnOff stoveð Þ causes smoke panð Þ if on stoveð Þ, heats panð Þ

ð6Þ

and state constraints:

fireIn oilð Þ if heats panð Þ, smoke panð Þ ð7Þ
fireIn ventð Þ if fireIn oilð Þ, on fanð Þ ð8Þ

:fireIn oilð Þ if :on stoveð Þ,:smoke panð Þ ð9Þ

Some noteworthy elements on this list are as follows:

the causal law (4) states that putting the lid on the pan

and turning off the stove simultaneously always suffices

to prevent a fire given that the fire has not already

erupted. Causal laws (5) and (6) represent sins of omis-

sion, as it were. If the agent does anything other than

turning off the stove, say he waits or turns on the fan,

then the situation deteriorates. Note also state constraints

(9); it says that there is one more way to avert a fire,

namely, to turn off the stove before smoke develops

from the pan.

Finally, one may add executability conditions to pre-

vent the agent from futile pursuits such as trying to turn

off a stove that is not on, or repeatedly putting the lid on

the pan:

impossible turnOff stoveð Þ if :on stoveð Þ ð10Þ
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impossible turnOn fanð Þ if on fanð Þ ð11Þ

impossible put lid, panð Þ if on lid, panð Þ ð12Þ

As well as constraints making the wait action incompa-

tible with all other actions:

impossible turnOff stoveð Þ if wait ð13Þ

impossible turnOn fanð Þ if wait ð14Þ

impossible put lid, panð Þ if wait ð15Þ

This gives a simple action description for the kitchen

scenario that will be used as a running example

throughout.

An important feature that makes AL particularly suit-

able for the purposes of this paper is that its semantics is

defined in terms of an encoding into ASP. The ASP encod-

ing allows AL descriptions to be compiled into computa-

ble causal theories in a logic programming language that

supports a wide range of reasoning tasks such as planning

and prediction.

The reader may wonder why AL is needed at all, and

why we choose to work with more than one knowledge

representation language. There are two reasons for this:

first, AL abstracts away a lot of the nitty–gritty details of

causal theories including, incrementing the time counter,

axiomatizing general causality and declaring sorts, actions,

and fluents. In other words, AL acts as a high-level API

that allows non-programmers to concentrate on describing

domain-specific actions and events in a very simple and

abstract rule language. Second, although AL can be com-

piled into ASP, it does not have to be. It could equally well

be compiled into another logic programming language

such as Prolog, or even into imperative languages such as

C# for the purposes, say, of simulating a scenario in a 3D

engine such as Unity. In other words, language AL fully

decouples a causal theory from any particular implementa-

tion of it, which in turn enhances the versatility and reuse

value of the causal theory.

3.2. ASP

The signature s of an answer set program consists of vari-

able symbols, object names (also known as constants or

object constants), function symbols, predicate symbols,

and logical connectives. The convention is that variable

symbols are arbitrary strings of letters and numbers that

start with an upper-case letter, while constants, predicate

symbols, and function symbols are strings that start with a

lower-case letter. Object and function constants are used

to construct terms, which are defined inductively.

Definition 1. Term.

1. A variable is a term.

2. A constant is a term.

3. f (t1, . . . , tn) is a term whenever f is an n-ary func-

tion symbol and t1, . . . , tn are terms.

A term is ground if it contains no variable symbols. An

atom is a formula p(t1, . . . , tn), where t1, . . . , tn are terms.

If each term ti is ground, then the atom is ground. A sim-

ple literal is either a simple atom or an atom preceded by

strong negation :. We continue to denote simple literals

by l, li, with the intent to state the correspondence between

AL and ASP at this level of syntax, relying on context to

disambiguate the two formalisms when necessary. If G is

an ASP program, lit(G) denotes the set of simple literals

contained in a program G. A complex literal is defined

inductively as either a simple literal or a complex literal

prepended by ‘‘not.’’ The connective ‘‘not’’ denotes nega-

tion as failure, a notion that will be explained shortly. A

rule is ground if each literal that occurs in it is ground. A

program gr(G) consisting of all ground instances of all

rules in G is called the ground instantiation of G.

For the purposes of this paper, we shall work with rules

restricted to the following forms:

1. Facts:

l ð16Þ

2. Rules:

l l1, . . . , lm, not lm+ 1, . . . , not ln ð17Þ

3. Integrity constraints:

 l1, . . . , lk , not lk + 1, . . . , not lm ð18Þ

The expression to the left of  is the head of a rule

and the expression to the right of its body. The comma-

separated lists of the body denote conjunctions of complex

literals. Facts and integrity constraint are degenerate cases

of a rule, in the former case a rule with an empty body and

in the latter case a rule with an empty head. This redun-

dancy in the presentation is common and convenient.

Rules of form (17) may be thought of as production

rules: if the body of the rule can be deduced from a pro-

gram, then the head of the rule is added to the set of facts

(16). Integrity constraints act as filters that exclude models

satisfying the body of the constraint. Equivalently, an

integrity constraint lists conditions that cannot all be true,

forcing models not to have that particular combination of

properties. The difference between explicit negation and

negation as failure, also known as epistemic negation, is

very important: an explicitly negated atom :p(t1, . . . , tn)
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is deducible from a program if that literal occurs in the

head of some rule of form (17). In other words

p(t1, . . . , tn) is asserted to be false under the conditions sti-

pulated in the body of the rule. In contrast notp(t1, . . . , tn)
is true in absence of evidence to the contrary; that is, it is

true if p(t1, . . . , tn) cannot be deduced from the rules of the

program. To understand the difference between negation

as failure and explicit negation, consider the typical exam-

ple48 of the distinction between the rule cross not train

that captures the criterion ‘‘you can cross if you have no

evidence that a train coming,’’ and the rule cross :train

which means ‘‘you can cross if you have evidence that no

train is coming.’’ Negation as failure induces non-

monotonic behavior in an answer set program and is cru-

cial for formalizing default reasoning in general and caus-

ality in particular. Some examples of this as it pertains to

the encoding of the causal theories in general, and the

kitchen theory in particular, will be discussed in due

course.

The semantics of answer set programs is defined for

ground programs, and its full statement requires a fair bit

of technical nomenclature. Suffice it here to outline the

essentials: we start with the classical notion of an interpre-

tation or model: a model I of a program G is a subset of

lit(G) that is closed under the rules of G, meaning that I

satisfies the head of a rule of form (17) whenever it satis-

fies its body. The satisfaction relation I � f between a

model I and a formula f (rule or conjunction of complex

literals) is defined as:

I � p iff p 2 I , for an atom p

I � notp iff p 62 I

I � :p iff:p 2 I

I � f,c iff I � f and I � c

I � f c iff I 0 ¼ �0=0 cor I � f

The reader should note the difference between the sec-

ond and third items on this list. The answer sets, also

known as the stable models, of a program G is a particular

subset of the set of models defined above, namely, the

models that can plausibly be treated as idealized represen-

tations of the belief sets of a rational agent. These are the

minimal models with the property that they are both closed

wrt. to the rules of G and such that every fact holding in

them is supported by applications of those rules. The

reader should note that there are in general minimal mod-

els that are not answer sets in this sense.

Answer sets are easily identified for certain classes of

simple programs. For instance, if a program has a finite

set of rules and no epistemic negation, then it has a unique

minimal model which is also its answer set—it is the sin-

gle model that satisfies the set of rules with no gratuitous

information. A program that contains complex literals,

however, may have more than one minimal model. For

example:

G=
b not a

a not b

�

has two minimal models fag and fbg. These models can

be identified as fixpoints of the operation of reducing G to

a negation-free program relative to a model. More pre-

cisely, the reduct, GI of G relative to a model I of G is the

set of rules derived from rules of form (17) by including:

l l1, . . . , lm ð19Þ

in GI whenever flm+ 1, . . . , lng \ I =[ for the complex

literals not lm+ 1, . . . , not ln. Thus, the general definition of

an answer set; a model I of an ASP program is an answer

set iff I is the minimal model of the reduct GI . We will

denote the answer sets of G as M(G).

3.3. Encoding action descriptions in ASP

AL is a high-level language for defining causal theories.

The semantics of an AL description is defined in terms of

its encoding into ASP. Considered in the abstract, this

encoding can be viewed as an operation ASP(�) that takes
an AL description A and a non-negative integer n called a

horizon and outputs an ASP program GA

n . The program GA

n

gives a computable description of all plans of alternating

actions and states of length up to n determined by action

description A. One way to view GA

n is as a labeled transi-

tion diagram where nodes are states and transitions are

actions. Plans then become paths through the diagram

from the initial state to a goal state at most n steps distant.

We shall return to transition diagrams shortly, as they have

practical utility for our discussion. For now, the following

points should be noted: an action description A describes

the effect of actions in general terms. The causal theory

ASP(A, n)=GA

n models the evolution of an initial state

over time as a consequence of actions a 2 A being per-

formed, in general, more than once, at various moments.

Therefore, the essential step in defining the encoding

ASP(�) is to assign time indices to fluents and actions as a

means of representing when they are, respectively, exe-

cuted and true. This involves a maneuver called reifica-

tion, which in knowledge representation is the process of

turning a predicate into an object. The ASP( � ) encoding
uses the meta-predicates occurs and holds for this pur-

pose.7 A statement occurs(a, 2) asserts that action a is per-

formed at time-step 2 (assuming 24 n), while holds( f , 2)
asserts that fluent f is true at step 2. For positive action

and fluent literals, AL rules translate as follows:

� Every causal law a1, . . . , an causes l if l1, . . . , ln
becomes an ASP rule:
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holds f , T + 1ð Þ  holds f1, Tð Þ, . . . , holds fn, Tð Þ
occurs a1, Tð Þ
. . .

occurs an, Tð Þ
T \ n

ð20Þ

� Every state constraint f if f1, . . . , fn becomes an

ASP rule:

holds f , Tð Þ  holds f1, Tð Þ, . . . , holds fn, Tð Þ ð21Þ

� Every executability condition impossible a if

f1, . . . , fn becomes an ASP rule:

:occurs a, Tð Þ  holds f1, Tð Þ, . . . , holds fn, Tð Þ ð22Þ

Note that this gives the translation for the case of posi-

tive literals only. In the general case, negated action lit-

erals, say e=:a, would be translated as :occurs(a, T )
(as anticipated in rule 22), and negated fluent literals, say

l =:f , as :holds( f , T ). It is straightforward to generalize

the rules (20)–(22) accordingly, but rather tedious and

unenlightening, so we leave it at that.

Causal laws, state constraints, and executability condi-

tions form the domain-specific part of a causal theory cor-

responding one-to-one to rules in the AL description in

question. In addition, the ASP encoding also maintains

general axioms for holds and occurs that characterize the

concept of causal reasoning as such. Causal reasoning,

unlike classical logical deduction, is non-monotonic.

Informally, this means that a reasoning agent is allowed to

jump to a certain conclusion in the absence of evidence to

the contrary if that conclusion is warranted in typical

cases. This is a pervasive inference pattern in common-

sense reasoning. For instance, if you are told that Juliette

lives in Rouen you may assume that she appreciates a

good Livarot, since this is a cheese of the Normandy

region. Yet, upon learning that Juliette is lactose intolerant

you would probably retract this conclusion. This example

illustrates that in non-monotonic reasoning, the set of con-

clusions does not necessarily increase as more information

becomes available. Some inferences are tentative, meaning

that their justification appeals to the absence of evidence

to the contrary. Tentative conclusions can therefore be

withdrawn when one learns something new.

Inference rules that are sensitive to the absence of infor-

mation in this manner are known as defaults or exception-

allowing rules. A default that occupies pride of place in

causal theories is the so-called inertia axiom. It formulates

the commonsense law that facts tend to persist from one

moment in time to the next unless acted upon by an oppo-

site force. The inertia axiom prevents objects from behav-

ing erratically. For instance, moving a cup will not close the

door since the door’s being closed is a fact that is propagated

forward in time by inertia, and there is no causal rule that

connects the cup to the door. The problem of finding a

concise and accurate representation of inertia, known as the

frame problem, has been a central topic in symbolic AI for

more than 40 years. With the development of new program-

ming paradigms, such as ASP and new action languages

such as the ASP-based AL, the frame problem can now be

said to have been satisfactorily solved. In the ASP encoding

of AL, inertia is expressed as follows:

holds f , T + 1ð Þ  holds f , Tð Þ
not:holds f , T + 1ð Þ
T \ n

ð23Þ

Spelled out, this rule says that if f is true at time T and

it may, for all we know, continue to be true at time T + 1,

then it is assumed to be true also at time T + 1. Notice

how strong negation and epistemic negation are combined

here to propagate the truth of fluents through time: given

that the falsity of f at T + 1 is represented as

:holds( f , T + 1), the absence of evidence of the falsity

of f at T + 1 can be represented with epistemic negation

as not:holds( f , T + 1) which warrants jumping to the

conclusion that holds( f , T + 1). Of course, if one were to
learn that :holds( f , T + 1), then the rule of inertia would

yield to that exception.

Finally, the encoding adds the so-called closed world

assumption for actions. For variable A,

:occurs A, Tð Þ  notoccurs A, Tð Þ, action Að Þ ð24Þ

It sanctions the conclusion that an action is not per-

formed if it has not been explicitly recorded or deduced.

This rule has a crucial role to play in connection with cau-

sal rules with a negative premise, for instance, rules (5)

and (6) above. Recall that these rules express that if the

agent does anything other than turning off the stove in any

situation prior to the breakout of a fire then the situation

worsens. The closed world assumptions for actions allows

ASP to reason from the absence of an explicit record of

the turnOff(stove) action at some time-step T , to the non-

performance, i.e., the explicit falsity, of that action at T ,

thus triggering the conditions of causal rules (5) and (6).

3.4. Transition diagrams

AL descriptions and their corresponding causal theories

can be visualized in a convenient format as transition dia-

grams. Such diagrams are useful for discussing the red/

green labeling of plays/histories from which the proposed

scoring function will be derived. Transition diagrams for

action descriptions in AL are discussed in the literature.8,58

However, the definition that follows is novel and rather

different, for reasons that will be explained.

Definition 2. A transition diagram for an AL action

description A is a structure D= hS,A,R, s�i, where
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1. S is a complete and consistent set of fluent literals

from the signature of A satisfying the state con-

straints in A,

2. R � S 3 2A 3 S is a transition relation between

states labeled by a set of action constants A from

the signature of A, and

3. s� is a designated initial state.

Some additional nomenclature is needed to define the

set of states S and the relation R: let f be a fluent constant

in ASP. For convenience,8 we define h(l, i) as holds( f , i)
if l = f and as :holds( f , i) if l =:f . Whether negated or

not, such statements will be referred to collectively as

holds statements.

Let n be our horizon. For any set of fluents s and time

m4 n, define:

r s,mð Þ= df h l,mð Þ : l 2 sf g

Intuitively r(s,m) takes the AL fluent literals in s and

converts them into reified holds statements of ASP, time-

stamped with m. For example, consider Figure 1, which

displays a sub-graph of the transition diagram for the

kitchen scenario, where the initial state s� is outlined in

bold. Then, r(s�, 1) gives the set of appropriate holds

statements in ASP for each of the fluent literals in s�.
These holds statements are then used, together with the

occurs statement of the relevant action literal (e.g.,

occurs(turnOff (stove), 1)) to compute the consequential

holds statements according to the causal theory. This com-

putation is formally given by a nxt operator as follows:58

let M(G) be the operator that returns all stable models of

the ASP program G. Then for a set of fluents s, action a

and time m, if GA

n [ af g is consistent:

nxt(s, a,m)= df M(GA

n [ r(s,m) [ occurs(a,m))

In the limiting case that GA

n [ af g is inconsistent we

define nxt(s, a,m)= df ;f g. This definition presupposes

that the causal theory is deterministic in the sense that an

action always produces a single next state. Under this

assumption, an action generates a next state if it is not

excluded by an executability constraint in GA

n .

Conversely, let D be a set of holds statements of ASP

time-stamped with m and define:

r�1 Dð Þ= df f : holds f ,mð Þ 2 Df g [
:f : :holds f ,mð Þ 2 Df g [
:f : holds f ,mð Þ 62 D,:holds f ,mð Þ 62 D, f 2 Sig Að Þf g

The operation r�1 takes a set of holds statements, con-

verts it to a set of literals of AL, and then completes it to

make an AL state out of it. Completion here means to add

the negation of all fluent constants f that do not occur in

the set D. For example, given the set of holds statements

computed by nxt(s�, turnOff (stove), 1), r�1 will convert

those holds statements to the set of fluent literals in the top

left state in Figure 1. The entire step from transition dia-

gram state via ASP computation to the next transition dia-

gram state is given formally by:

scc s, a,mð Þ= df r�1 nxt s, a,mð Þð Þ

i.e., the successor state of a state s relative to a and m in D.

It is easy to verify for any complete and consistent set s of

AL fluent literals r�1(r(s))= s, that r�1 is the inverse of

r. The idea behind the diagram construction is to induce

the set of states S and the transition relation R from the

consequences according to the theory GA

n of performing an

action a in a state s. The bijection r, r�1 allows us to move

from states in D to the corresponding sets of holds state-

ments in ASP, and back again. We are now in position to

give the full definition of the transition diagram induced

by an AL action description A.

Definition 3. Let A be an AL action description with action

constants A and assume an initial state s�. Let S and R be

defined by a double induction as follows:

1. S0 = fs�g, R0 =[,

2. Sn+ 1 = Sn [ fscc(s, a, n) : s 2 Sn, a 2 Ag,
3. Rn+ 1 =Rn [ fhs, a, s0i : s0=scc(s, a, n), s 2 Sng.

Put R= df

Sn
i= 1 Rn and S = df

Sn
i= 1 Sn. Then hS,A,R, s�i

is a transition diagram for A with initial state s�.
This definition has a rather different flavor from that of

previous approaches,8,58 and some comments are perhaps

called for: first, unlike those approaches, Definition 3

ignores all complete and consistent sets of fluents that are

not reachable from the initial state, since these are irrele-

vant from the point of view of simulation-based training.

Conversely, just as unreachable states are irrelevant, the

same goes for transitions that link them to each other.

Honing in on only relevant states and transitions makes

the two concepts interlock in a manner that requires the

double induction of Definition 3.

Nevertheless, a transition diagram as so defined will

still be large for all but trivial theories as it will contain all

allowable combinations of actions and states. Many if not

most of these possibilities are not practically interesting,

for instance, applying a fire extinguisher to a pan that is
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not burning. Although a discerning use of executability

constraints can eliminate choices like this that no one

would make, transition diagrams are still best regarded as

a tool for conceptual clarification or as a tool for defining

reasoning problems that to be embedded in an ASP theory.

4. Plays as plans

We have proposed to give the concept of a training sce-

nario the formal meaning of a dynamic system or causal

theory (in the present context, these two terms can be used

interchangeably). The term ‘‘scenario’’ has many defini-

tions.63 The definition used in this paper is the one used

by the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization

(SISO)6 in their scenario development guidelines

document:

A scenario is a description of the hypothetical or real area,

environment, means, objectives, and events during a specified

time frame related to events of interest.

This is very close to the idea of a dynamic system as a

finite number of states causally interlinked by actions.

Close enough, at any rate, to treat the latter concept as a

reasonable formal approximation of the former for compu-

tational purposes. Henceforth, therefore, we shall talk

interchangeably about causal theories, action descriptions,

and transition diagrams, on one hand, and training

scenarios, on the other hand. That is, we are treating an

action description in AL, its ASP encoding and its associ-

ated transition diagram as different representations of the

same training scenario.

As regards the concept of a play, which is ultimately

the unit of interest here since it is plays that will be scored,

it is intuitively clear that a play is just a directed path

through the transition diagram. In order to assess trainee

performance, one needs to distinguish between those plays

in which hazards are handled with some degree of compe-

tence or success and those in which they are not, allowing

for a sufficiently general criterion of success. For instance,

preventing a fire from arising will count as a successful

handling of the industrial kitchen scenario, but so may put-

ting the fire out, or pressing the alarm button when things

really get out of hand. These plays will be scored differ-

ently, of course, according to the training objectives as

expressed in part by a deontic specification. Purely unsuccess-

ful developments consists of the plays in which the trainee’s

pursuits are futile. Say he searches for an extinguisher but

never finds one, or applies a standard foam extinguisher on a

metal fire, and so on. All courses of action in this latter group

will be scored at zero. The problem of scoring plays is thus

primarily about the former group.

The computational model behind ASP as a program-

ming language is a good fit for extracting and evaluating

plays from a training scenario insofar as problem solving

in ASP reduces to enumerating satisfying models.

Figure 1. An excerpt of the kitchen scenario. (Strong negation is symbolized with ‘-’).
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Inference engines that compute the answer sets of ASP

programs are usually referred to as answer set solvers.64

An answer set solver attacks the computation of a program

in a two-stage process: first, it starts with grounding the

ASP program, which means instantiating its variables by

ground terms. The resulting program has the same answer

sets as the original but is essentially propositional. In the

second stage, the answer sets of the grounded program are

computed using substantially modified and expanded

satisfiability checking algorithms, usually a variant of the

Davis–Putnam resolution algorithm.8,9 Thus, given an

ASP program, an answer set solver grounds the program

and generates models that satisfy all rules of the program

and that violate none of its integrity constraints.

Applied to a causal theory, this model of computation

can be used to extract sequences of actions that lead from

an initial state to a goal state in a dynamic domain. Here, a

goal state is understood as any state that conforms to some

criterion of success as explained above. The concept of a

play we thus arrive at—a sequence of actions conforming

to a criterion of success—coincides with the concept of a

plan in a classical planning problem.8,10 A classical plan-

ning problem has the following constituents:

� A goal description which in the context of a causal

theory is a set of fluent literals describing features

of one or more desirable state of affairs, i.e., goals.
� An initial state from which a goal state is to be reached.
� A horizon which is a limit on the length of allowed

plans.

Planning is the problem of computing a sequence of

actions that evolves the initial state into a goal state within

the limit of steps set by the horizon. Given an ASP causal

theory, a planning module can be added in four lines of

code, that exemplify a well-documented technique in auto-

mated planning:7–9,60,65

1 occurs A, Tð Þ : action Að Þf g2 T \ n ð25Þ
goal Tð Þ  . . . ð26Þ

goal achievedð Þ  goal Tð Þ, T \ = n ð27Þ
 not goal achievedð Þ ð28Þ

The rule (25) is a choice rule, which describes alterna-

tive ways to form an answer set by choosing elements

described by the set builder notation. The numbers flank-

ing the expression in braces are upper and lower bounds

on the cardinality of the selection that is triggered when

the condition in the body is satisfied. Informally, the rule

says: for each time-step within the horizon n, choose at

least one and at most two (concurrent) actions to be per-

formed. Note that this rule does not conform to any of the

shematic rules (16–18). However, choice rules can be

translated into a set of rules of form (17).60 This is a

matter of some importance for the proof of conservative-

ness of the deontic extension in section 5. The second rule

(26) is elliptical for a goal description where the ellipsis

would be replaced by a list of fluents. Rule (27) can be

read as an existentially quantified expression which states

that the goal has been achieved if satisfied at some time-

point T . Dually, the rule (28) is a constraint that excludes

all models in which the goal is never achieved.

A goal may be described in multifarious ways some of

which do not say anything in particular about the domain.

For instance the limiting case:

goal Tð Þ  T = n ð29Þ

deems any plan that exhausts the horizon n a successful

play. This goal specification makes the answer set solver

generate all plays of length n. It is useful for obtaining a

complete picture of all possible plays, acceptable or

unacceptable.

For an example of a domain-specific goal, consider:

goal Tð Þ  :holds fireIn oilð Þ, Tð Þ, T \ n ð30Þ

This goal requires that there be no fire at any time-point

within the horizon n. Figure 2 shows two answer sets (pro-

jected onto actions) generated by adding rules (25)–(28)

and (30) to the kitchen scenario from the previous section.

In the first play, the agent allows the pan to overheat, then

successively turns off the stove and puts a lid on the pan.

These actions successfully prevent a fire in the cooking

oil. No further action is required and the trainee waits. In

the second play, the trainee turns off the stove and puts the

lid on the pan at the same time and at the last minute. This

suffices to avert a pan fire. The trainee waits for two time-

steps and then turns the fan on.

The action of turning on the fan is interesting. It is

sometimes harmful, and sometimes OK. If there is already

a fire in the cooking oil, then it is harmful according to the

causal theory since it may cause the fire to spread to the

vent shaft. If the fire has been averted, as is the case in

the second play, turning on the fan merely dissipates the

smoke which is ok. The example demonstrates that the

desirability or undesirability of an action is a context-

sensitive affair. An action may not be good or bad per se.

Rather the determination of its deontic status, its value or

utility or what have you, involves a computation that

derives all the significant facts about the situation pertain-

ing to that action.

We have our work cut out for us then: identifying plays

with plans we are after a principled way to assign scores

to sequences of actions such as those in Figure 2. Clearly,

such a scoring function needs to be more sophisticated

than, say, just measuring the length of successful plays,

since different orderings of the same set of actions implies

different contexts of agency that may imbue the same
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action with different utility or value. This is the problem

to which we turn next.

5. The deontic overlay

In this section, we turn to the task of defining a deontic

overlay to the action language AL. The basic idea is to

provide a means of specifying what is to count as accepta-

ble (i.e., useful or prudent) and unacceptable (worthless or

imprudent) actions, and to have ASP work out the norma-

tive consequences of this classification. Following Sergot

and Craven,45 we represent these classes of states and

actions at the ASP level by the respective colors red and

green. Colors are propagated exhaustively throughout a

transition diagram by computing the consequences of a set

of norms, which are AL/ASP rules that give the conditions

under which an action or state is to be deemed acceptable

or unacceptable for a particular purpose. This set of norms

will be referred to as a deontic specification or overlay.

The syntactical form of these norms is designed to balance

expressiveness against conservativeness; we want to be

able to state useful constraints on acceptable plays of a

simulation scenario (expressiveness), yet we do not want

norms to interfere with the causal theory itself (conserva-

tiveness). We give a proof that this is indeed so.

5.1. The language ALD
The deontic overlay consists of rules specifying the condi-

tions under which a state or transition is to be classified as

acceptable or unacceptable. Such rules will be referred to

as norms. Norms can be represented by extending the

action language AL by two new kinds of rules:

1. State norms:

unacceptable f if l1, . . . , lm ð31Þ

2. Action norms:

unacceptable a if l1, . . . , lm ð32Þ

We shall call the new language ALD for easy refer-

ence. Note that both kinds of rule allow mixed formulae in

the body, i.e., it allows both action literals and fluent lit-

erals in conditions (As pointed out by one of the reviewers,

the language ALD has interesting parallels to the language

APL proposed by Gelfond and Lobo.66 They consider

authorization policies that partition actions into permitted

and not permitted ones. A state/action pair is defined as

compliant with a policy if the state entails the permission

of the action. The central reasoning problem is that of

computing the compliance of a given sequence of state/

action pairs with a policy. A detailed comparison of ALD
and APL is out of scope for this paper. Suffice it for now

to point out a few of the more conspicuous similarities and

differences: while the red/green distinction in ALD corre-

sponds to permitted/not permitted in APL, a strictly per-

missive reading of red and green is not mandatory. Rather

the red/green distinction is intended primarily to express

norms governing instrumental rationality understood as

the prudence or utility of an action in light of a goal. In

ALD, it is conceptually the goal that renders an action

green or red, whereas permission in APL is defined by an

authorization policy. On a formal level, we note the fol-

lowing: unlike ALD, APL allows one to express priori-

ties between defeasible norms. This is an interesting

candidate for further development of ALD. Next, permis-

sions in APL apply to actions only, whereas the red/green

distinction in ALD applies to both actions and states.

Therefore, ALD unlike APL can express recovery from

suboptimal states as chains of red states linked by green

actions, and it can express propagation rules such as the

ggg-constraint. Finally, in APL, the central reasoning

problem is that of computing the compliance of a given

sequence of state/action pairs with an authorization policy.

In contrast, the central reasoning problem of ALD is to

compute all action sequences that lead from an initial state

to a goal with their corresponding scores. There is no

assumption that these sequences are classifiable into com-

pliant or non-compliant ones wrt. a policy. And, of course,

there is no assumption that all choices are even good ones,

although a domain description must generate at least one

sequence with only green choices if inherent task complex-

ity, and thus scores, are to be computable.).

Example 2. To the simple kitchen theory in Example 1,

one might consider adding norms that express mandatory

actions for a trainee to complete the exercise successfully.

For instance, if preventing fire is the training objective,

then the trainee should be forbidden to allow the pan to

catch fire. The following list gives some examples of the

norms that may be entertained as follows:

� Action norms:

Figure 2. Two example plans.
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unacceptable turnOn fanð Þ if smoke panð Þ, on stoveð Þ ð33Þ

unacceptablewait if heats panð Þ ð34Þ

unacceptablewait if smoke panð Þ ð35Þ

� State norms:

unacceptable heats panð Þ if > ð36Þ

unacceptable smoke panð Þ if > ð37Þ

unacceptable fireIn oilð Þ if > ð38Þ

unacceptable fireIn ventð Þ if > ð39Þ

Here, > denotes an arbitrary tautology, meaning that

the head of the norm is unacceptable under all circum-

stances. Note that the first action norm is context sensitive.

Turning on the fan is not deemed unacceptable as such,

but only if the pan is overheating and smoke develops

from it. These conditions may in turn depend on other cau-

sal rules in the underlying AL action description. In other

words, unacceptable states and actions need not be expli-

citly marked as such. They are in general computed from

the norms and the underlying causal theory.

5.2. Translation to ASP

Norms in ALD are translated into ASP as follows:

� Every state norm unacceptable f if l1, . . . , lm

becomes an ASP rule:

status red, Tð Þ  holds f , Tð Þ
holds l1, Tð Þ, . . . , holds lm, Tð Þ
T \ n

ð40Þ

� Every action norm unacceptable a if l1, . . . , lm

becomes an ASP rule:

trans red, a, Tð Þ  occurs a, Tð Þ
holds l1Tð Þ, . . . , holds lm, Tð Þ
T \ n

ð41Þ

State and action norms form a group that may be called

domain norms. These are domain- and task-specific norms

that label concrete actions and fluents occurring in the

causal theory as either acceptable or unacceptable accord-

ing to the particular scenario under development. In addi-

tion, the deontic overlay provides generic norms that are

more appropriately classified as logical norms. Their role

is not to annotate the causal theory directly, but rather to

govern the logic of the acceptable/unacceptable distinction

by propagating colors throughout the diagram. This group

of norms can be subdivided into the set of closure

conditions and the singleton consisting of the so-called

green-green-green constraint (ggg-constraint):

� Closure conditions: every state and transition is

green by default:

status green, Tð Þ  not status red, Tð Þ, T \ n ð42Þ

trans green,A, Tð Þ  not trans red,A, Tð Þ,
action Að Þ, T \ n

ð43Þ

� The ggg-constraint: an action is red if it leads from

a green to a red state (note that this makes concur-

rent actions red if one of their elements is):

trans red,A, Tð Þ  status green, Tð Þ
occurs A, Tð Þ
status red, T + 1ð Þ
T \ n

ð44Þ

The closure conditions guarantee that the coloring is

exhaustive; there are no uncolored nodes or transitions.

Note, that the default color of a state or transition is green.

This is not strictly necessary, but it is usually easier to say

what is unacceptable than what is acceptable.

Conceptually, the color green corresponds to the concept

of negative permission from deontic logic; what is not

explicitly forbidden is permitted67,68 (in jurisprudence this

principle is known as nullum crimen sine lege).

As regards the rationale behind the ggg-constraint,

studies of database constraints suggest that a few deontic

constraints can be assumed to hold between information

states in general. Illegal transitions can result in an accep-

table state, and an acceptable or green action need not

restore a red state to a green one. Examples of this are

quite frequent. The only relationship that has been found

to be generally plausible is the ggg-constraint.69,70 Other

more global constraints are clearly conceivable, though.

For simulation scenarios in particular, it makes sense to

require the existence of a green path from a start state to a

goal state. We shall see later how this can be expressed in

ASP.

5.3. ALD transition diagrams

The state and action norms (40) and (41) encode domain-

specific qualitative criteria of the unacceptability of a state

or transition symbolized by the color red. The logical

norms essentially propagate colors. The color red is propa-

gated by the ggg-constraints whereas the closure condi-

tions propagate the color green. The role of the logical

norms is easier to explain by considering an ALD descrip-

tion as an extended transition diagram, that is, as a tuple

hS, Sr,A,R,Rr, s
�i. Here, the reduct hS,A,R, s�i is an AL

transition diagram as specified in Definition 3. The new
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components Sr � S and Rr � R are, respectively, the red

states and transitions. The rules (42) and (43) are closure

conditions making sure that the remainders Sg = S � Sr

and Rg =R� Rr after coloring states and transitions red

are colored green. Considered as an abstract condition on

transition diagrams, the ggg-constraint (44) is the

condition:

si, a, sj

� �
2 R and si 2 Sg and s2 2 Sr implies si, a, sj

� �
2 Rr

ð45Þ

This is equivalent to:

if si, a, sj

� �
2 Rg and si 2 Sg, then sj 2 Sg ð46Þ

which gives it a more direct expression.70 The overall

effect of the rules (42)–(44) is (1) to color a state green

unless colored red by some state norm and (2) to color a

transition red if it is colored red by some action norm or

by the ggg-constraint; otherwise it is green.70

Figure 3 gives a version of the diagram in Figure 1

‘‘colored’’ in accordance with the state and action norms

from Example 2. Here, shaded boxes represent the green

states and bold arrows represent the green actions whereas

unshaded boxes and thin arrows represent the red states

and red actions, respectively. Note that unacceptability is

context sensitive in the aforementioned sense. For instance,

once the pan overheats and smoke starts to develop, merely

turning off the stove is an unacceptable action. If the lid is

placed on the pan at the same time, however, then turning

off the stove is also acceptable.

5.4. The conservativeness of the deontic
specification

It is reasonable to require the deontic overlay to leave the

causal theory intact. The purpose of the deontic specifica-

tion is merely to indicate what state of affairs are unaccep-

table, and, by derivation from the causal theory, when

certain actions should not be performed. It should not

interfere with the causal laws themselves.

A different way to say the same thing is to say that the

norms should be of such a form that the addition of the

deontic specification constitutes a conservative extension

of the underlying causal theory. That is, every consequence

that is derivable in the language of the causal theory with

state and action norms added should be derivable from the

causal theory without these norms. In this section, we ver-

ify that this is so for any set of rules of form (42)–(44), and

thereby verify that the deontic specification really is an

‘‘overlay.’’

There is a rich body of research on conservative exten-

sions in logic programming to draw on. The following def-

inition from Baral9 will suffice for present purposes.

Definition 4. Let G and G0 be the ground programs such that

G � G0. Then, G0 is said to be a conservative extension of

Figure 3. The kitchen scenario colored.
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G if the following condition holds: A is a consistent answer

set for G iff there is a consistent answer set A0 for G0 such
that A=A0 \ lit(G).

The following simple property must surely be recorded

somewhere in the literature, although we have not been

able to find a statement of it. A simple proof is therefore

provided.

Lemma 1. Let G2 be a conservative extension of G1 and G3

a conservative extension of G2. Then, G3 is a conservative

extension of G1.

Proof. For the left-to-right direction of the bi-conditional:

by Definition 4, we can select three answer sets A1 of G1,

A2 of G2, and A3 of G3 such that A2 =A3 \ lit(G2) and

A1=A2 \ lit(G1). Substituting A3 \ lit(G2) for A2 it fol-

lows that A1 =A3 \ lit(G2) \ lit(G1), which since G1 � G2

is true iff A1 =A3 \ lit(G1).
The hard work of proving the conservativeness of the

deontic overlay can be delegated to a special case of a the-

orem due to Lifschitz and Turner.71 Here, naf (r) denotes
the set of literals in r that are prepended by negation as

failure.

Theorem 1. Let G be a ground program consisting of rules

of form (17), and let D be a consistent set of literals such

that D \ lit(G)=[. Let D be a ground program of the

same form as G such that for every rule r 2 D

1. head(r) � D, and

2. naf (r) � lit(G).

Then, G [ D is a conservative extension of G. The restric-

tion to rules of form (17) can be relaxed to allow disjunc-

tive heads in G, but not in D.

Theorem 2. Let G be a be the ground instantiation of the

encoding ASP(A, n) and D be the ground instantiation of

the encoding ASP(D, n) of a deontic specification D. If

head(D) is consistent and head(D1) \ lit(G)=[, then

G [ D is a conservative extension of G.

Proof. It is necessary first to verify that all rules of G [ D

conform to the schema (17). This is immediate for rules of

form (21) and (23) in G and rules of form (40)–(44) in D.

This leaves only rules of forms (22) and (24) which have

strongly negated heads. It suffices to note that a strongly

negated atom is a literal, so Equations (22) and (24) are

also of form (17).

Next, split the rules in D into the following sets:

� D1 contains state norms (40), action norms (41) and

the ggg-constraint.

� D2 contains the two closure conditions (42) and

(43).

The set head(D1) consists of atoms of form

fstatus(red,m), trans(red, a,m)g and is clearly consistent.

Moreover, for r 2 D1:

1. head(r) � head(D1) trivially since r 2 D1, and

2. naf (r) � lit(G) vacuously, since no r 2 D1 con-

tains naf-literals.

Suppose the condition head(D1) \ lit(G)=[ of the theo-

rem is true. Since it has already been established that all

rules in G [ D1 conform to the schema (17), it follows that

G, D1, and head(D1) satisfy all the conditions of Theorem

1 (substituting head(D1) for D and D1 for D). Hence,

G [ D1 is a conservative extension of G.

The set head(D2) consists of atoms of form

fstatus(green,m), trans(green, a,m)g also clearly consis-

tent. For every r 2 D2:

1. head(r) � head(D2) trivially since r 2 D2, and

2. naf (r) � lit(G [ D1) since the naf-literals in the

rules (42) and (43) consists of atoms of form

ftrans(red, a,m), status(red,m)g and all of these

are in D1.

Suppose the condition head(D2) \ lit(G [ D1)=[ of

the theorem is true. Since each of the rules conform to the

schema (17), it follows that G [ D1, D2, and head(D2) sat-
isfy all the conditions of Theorem 1 (substituting G [ D1

for G, head(D2) for D and D2 for D) and hence that

G [ D1 [ D2 is a conservative extension of G [ D1.

Lemma 1 can now be applied to conclude that

G [ D1 [ D2 is a conservative extension of G. Since

D=D1 [ D2, this completes the proof.

The provisos in Theorem 1 must be managed carefully,

and in particular is very sensitive to the form of rules. A

fortiori this also goes for Theorem 2. If the causal theory

G conforms to the format of schema (17), then the conser-

vativeness of the deontic extension is guaranteed. The

ASP encoding of AL action descriptions stays within this

language fragment, but it is not obvious that the planning

module, with its choice rule (25), does. However, there is

a faithful translation of choice rules into normal non-

disjunctive rules of form (17).60 Hence, the deontic over-

lay remains conservative when the causal theory is used

for planning, or in our case, for extracting plays of a train-

ing scenario.

As an example of a non-conservative extension, sup-

pose one wish to ensure that no states or transitions are

labeled both green and red. This appears to be a sensible

requirement, and one that is not implicit in the logical

deontic norms. The logical norms do ensure that every

state and transition is colored; that is, either red or green,
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but it does not preclude the possibility of ‘‘chromatic

superposition.’’ It is tempting to require this to be so by

adding a rule to that effect, namely:

T1 != T2 status red, T1ð Þ, status green,T2ð Þ ð47Þ

Recall that the restriction of D (the deontic overlay) to

rules of form (17) in Theorem 1 is essential. Rule (47),

however, is equivalent to a constraint:

 status red, T1ð Þ, status green, T2ð Þ, T1= T2 ð48Þ

Formula (48) is not of the form (17), and therefore vio-

lates the provisos of Theorem 1. It follows that it may

interfere with a causal theory via its deontic extension.

Consider, for instance, a causal theory consisting of the

two state constraints:

G=
holds f2, 1ð Þ  not holds f1, 1ð Þ
holds f1, 1ð Þ  not holds f2, 1ð Þ

�

and the deontic specification:

D=
status red, 1ð Þ  holds f2, 1ð Þ
status green, 1ð Þ  holds f2, 1ð Þ

�

Admittedly, this deontic specification does not make

much intuitive sense, but it is well-formed according to

the syntactic restrictions of Theorem 1, and since the

labeling of states and transitions are in general computed

from arbitrarily complex conditions, one can easily

imagine situations such as this arising from design errors.

Now, the program G [ D has two answer sets, viz.

A= fholds(f2, 1), status(red, 1), status(green, 1)g and

A0= fholds(f1, 1)g, whereas the program G [ D [ f44g
only has one, namely, fholds(f1, 1)g. Clearly, A0 \ lit(
G [ D)=A0 which since A0 and A are different entails that

the addition of rule (47) to G [ D is non-conservative.

The moral of this story is that it is not possible to

ensure programmatically and conservatively that a deontic

overlay is well-defined, if well-definedness is taken to

mean that a unique color is assigned to every state and

transition. True, models superimposing two colors onto

the same node or transition will be eliminated by the con-

straint (47), but as these models may capture valid inter-

pretations of the causal theory, that theory would then

have been changed.

6. Scoring

Intuitively, a path in the transition diagram for a causal

description of a simulation scenario corresponds to a play of

that scenario. It is one possible sequence of events unfolding

from the initial situation ensuant to the trainee’s choices.

In this section, we turn to the problem of developing a

quantitative performance metric from the red/green label-

ing of states and actions. Behind this approach is the two-

fold assumption that competency in means-ends reasoning

is most naturally expressed in qualitative terms (It should

be stressed that this assumption is not true in general, a

simple counterexample would be measuring time to com-

pletion. It should be stressed that this assumption is not

true in general, a simple counterexample would be mea-

suring time to completion.) whereas the concept of overall

performance is most useful as a numeric indicator. The

problem addressed in the present section is therefore that

of translating a qualitative description of skilful action into

a numeric measure of the quality of a particular course of

action.

For any scoring function, certain demands should be

placed on it to make it useful. We shall focus on the fol-

lowing two:

(i) A scoring function should output interpretable val-

ues, and

(ii) Different outputs should be instructively compa-

rable; that is, the relative performance of an agent

in different plays of possibly different scenarios

should be comparable.

Let s(g, n) denote the stipulated scoring function, where g

is the number of green actions and states (henceforth the

green number) and n is the length of a play, i.e., the num-

ber of actions (edges) in the corresponding path in a transi-

tion diagram. Moving toward a formal regimentation of

requirement (i) it seems reasonable to require scores to

increase with the green number—the more the trainee gets

right, the higher his performance should be rated.

However, this measure should be tempered by the length

of a play, since shorter plays are intuitively better than

longer ones (as long as they are successful). The assump-

tion here is that if a task can be completed to satisfaction

quickly, then it is always better to do so.

The picture that emerges is of a scoring function that

balances the green number against the length of a play to

reach a verdict on the performance of an agent. To capture

this formally, we require the scoring function s to satisfy

the following formal conditions:

� Monotony in the green number:

If gi 4 gj, then s gi, nð Þ4 s gj, n
� �

ð49Þ

� Anti-monotony in the length of a play:

If ni 4 nj, then s g, nj

� �
4 s g, nið Þ ð50Þ

As regards point (ii), the demand that values of s be com-

parable can plausibly be taken to mean that they all fall on

the same scale within a fixed numerical range. A candidate

function meeting both (i) and (ii), as so understood, would
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be the ratio of actual green actions and states to the num-

ber of possible green actions and states in a play:

s g, nð Þ= g

2n+ 1
, g 4 2n+ 1 ð51Þ

This function fulfills the listed desiderata; the output

grows with increasing values of g and shrinks with increas-

ing values of n. Moreover, since g lies in the integer inter-

val ½0, 2n+ 1�, values of s are rational numbers between 0

and 1.

6.1. Factoring in task complexity

Although it gets a number of things right, the function s

has the rather serious limitation that it does not factor in

the complexity of a play. In the limiting case where an

agent only performs green actions leading to green states,

the green number will be equal to 2n+ 1 and hence the

score to 1, irrespective of n. In other words, it does not

matter how efficiently or inefficiently the agent completes

a task. As long as he meets his objective and does not

make a blunder, he gets the highest score.

This feature can lead to anomalies. Consider a slight

modification of the industrial kitchen scenario: suppose

only states in which there is a fire are deemed unacceptable.

In other words, we are supposing that a smoking or over-

heated pan is not in and of itself considered a problem. As

long as a fire does not break out, the agent is free from

blame in Management’s eyes. A matching modification

of the kitchen theory can be made by removing the action

norms (34) and (35) as well as the state norms (36) and

(37) from the deontic specification. The coloring of the

associated transition diagram changes to that of Figure 4.

The most effective way to prevent a pan fire is still to

turn off the stove immediately (by the conservativeness of

the deontic specification, changing it does not change the

causal theory). This is the play of length 1 with green num-

ber 3 indicated by the label ‘‘play 1.1’’ (meaning play 1,

action 1) in Figure 4 which is scored at s(3, 1)= 1. A less

informed, or insouciant, agent might idle for one or more

steps before he decides what to do. The longer he waits,

the more precarious the situation becomes, so less waiting

is intuitively better. Consider the plays labeled 2.1–2.2 and

3.1–3.3 which are both alternative courses of action to

avert the pan fire, but ones in which the agent does not act

expeditiously. In play 2.1–2.2, the agent turns off the stove

in the second time-step. It suffices to defuse the hazard,

but the wait is unnecessary. Nevertheless, it is intuitively

better than the play 3.1–3.3 in which the agent idles for

two time-steps before he places a lid on the pan and turns

off the stove in one go. This is in the nick of time, accord-

ing to the kitchen theory, since the fire could not have

been prevented any later. Still, it is a successful play, as

measured by the goal of averting fire, although the agent

dawdles and performs two actions where one would have

sufficed. The difference in quality is not visible in the

score, unfortunately, since all plays have a green number

of 2n+ 1, where n is its length. Thus, play 1.1 has a green

number of 3 and length 1, play 2.1–2.2 has green number

5 and length 2, and play 3.1–3.3 has green number 7 and

length 3. The scores are therefore:

Figure 4. The kitchen scenario with only fires disallowed.
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s 3, 1ð Þ= s 5, 2ð Þ
= s 7, 3ð Þ
= 1

In other words, the scoring function s is not able to dis-

tinguish between efficient and inefficient plays. The play

in which an agent does nothing for as long as he can do so

with impunity is rated equally to a simpler and more effi-

cient solution.

This goes to show that the inherent complexity of the

task at hand needs to be factored into the assessment of a

play. In the kitchen scenario, fire can be prevented in one

step by immediately turning off the stove. We shall say

that its task complexity is 1. The reason why the play 1.1 is

intuitively the optimal play is because it stays within this

bound. Similarly 2.1–2.2 is intuitively a better play than

3.1–3.3 since the latter exceeds the task complexity with

more steps than the former does. We need to work out the

formal ramifications of this intuition.

What is needed for present purposes is a simple and

operationalizable concept of minimum length of a causal

chain necessary to complete a task successfully. For train-

ing, success can plausibly be taken to entail conformity to

the standard of propriety expressed by the deontic specifi-

cation. Hence task complexity, we propose, should be

understood as the simplest way to complete the task in an

acceptable manner. This concept comes close to what

Wood72 calls component complexity, which he construes

as a direct function of the number of distinct acts that need

to be executed in the performance of the task. There is a

difference though; we require the acts in questions to be

acceptable means of achieving the goal, i.e., that they be

green transitions.

Definition 5. The complexity of a scenario is the shortest

green path from the initial state to a goal state.

A path’s being green does not entail that every state on

it is green as well. It is entirely possible, according to the

proposed definition of a deontic overlay, to have a play

consisting entirely of red states with all transitions green.

This is as it should be. Think of any action that reduces

loss without eliminating it. Picture a fireman evacuating a

burning building. Every person he rescues out of the

inferno represents an acceptable action, obviously.

Nevertheless as long as there are still people in the build-

ing, the current state of affairs is red all the same. This

pattern of green transitions linking red states is typical of

gradual recovery from sub-optimal situations. It is a large

part of what training is about. Since the only constraint we

have placed on the coloring of a transition diagram is the

ggg-constraint, this possibility is left open.

This simple concept can be factored into the score func-

tion (51) by multiplying the function s (the ratio of the

actual green number to the possible green number) with

the ratio of the task complexity to the actual length of a

play. Letting c denote the task complexity, this becomes:

s� g, n, cð Þ := s g, nð Þ3 c

n

=
g

2n+ 1
3

c

n

=
gc

2n2 + n

Function s� is a generalization of s since

s�(g, n, c)= s(g, n) whenever c= n. Since ASP does not

have real numbers, only integers, it is a good idea to scale

the result and round it. Adding the appropriate domain

restrictions on the arguments, our definition becomes.

Definition 6

s� g, n, cð Þ= df 100
gc

2n2 + n

l m
, n ø c, g 4 2n+ 1, c ø 1

The domain restrictions are summarized as follows:

� n ø c since the length of a play cannot be shorter

than the task complexity,
� g 4 2n+ 1 since the green number is upper

bounded by the length of a play, and
� c ø 1 since no non-trivial task can be solved in no

steps at all.

Definition 6 presupposes the existence of a green path

from the initial state to a goal. This is an example of a

constraint one may consider adding to the deontic specifi-

cation (it is not implied as it is). It can be verified by

checking the satisfiability of the theory after adding the

following constraint:

 not trans green,A, Tð Þ, action Að Þ, T \ n ð52Þ

Of course, Equation (52) does not extend a theory con-

servatively since only green paths will satisfy Equation

(52). In general, however, models of a deontically anno-

tated causal theory include plays in which the agent makes

mistakes and acts with imprudence. We do not wish to

exclude these plays as they represent real strategies a trai-

nee may pursue.

A practical solution to this is to run the answer set sol-

ver in planning mode twice, once with and once without

the constraint (52). When run with Equation (52), the sol-

ver returns models of green paths. The solver can be

instructed to optimize over length and select the shortest

of these. The task complexity of the scenario is then set to

that length. When the solver is run without the constraint,

however, it generates all possible plays. Having the task

complexity available from the first step, one can use the

function s� to assign a score to each of these. This is how

it is implemented in the ExManSim architecture.
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Returning to the example that motivated the need for

generalizing s to s�, we note that Definition 6 eliminates

the particular anomaly in that example. When task com-

plexity is factored into the assessment, play 1.1 scores

s�(3, 1, 1)= 100, play 2.1–2.2 scores s�(5, 2, 1)= 50 and

play 3.1–3.3 scores s�(7, 3, 1)= 34. This linear ranking of

the three plays accords well with intuition. Of course, fur-

ther benchmarking is necessary. Theorem 3 collects some

properties of s� for easy reference, all of them are straight-

forward to verify.

Theorem 3

1. s� is monotone in its first argument.

2. s� is monotone in its third argument.

3. s� is anti-monotone in its second argument.

4. s� is anti-monotone in the difference between the

second and third arguments, i.e.

s� g, n0, c0ð Þ4 s� g, n, cð Þ whenever n� c4 n0 � c0

1. The range of s� is the integer interval [0,100].
2. s�(g, n, n)= s(g, n).
3. s�(g, n, c)= 100 whenever g = 2n+ 1 and n= c.

4. s�(g, n, c)= 0 whenever g = 0.

To analyze the behavior of s�, one must examine projec-

tions onto lower dimensional spaces, which means fixing

one or more of the function variables to a constant value.

Setting task complexity to 5 gives the plot in Figure 5,

from which some of the properties of Theorem 3 can be

confirmed by inspection: a green number of zero always

gives score zero, the length of a play impacts scores nega-

tively but can be balanced by green numbers, and so on.

Fixing complexity and length gives the plot in Figure 6(a),

which shows that the score is a linear function of the green

number for the same values of length and complexity. The

slope of the line is influenced both by complexity and

length. Fixing the green number of a play and complexity

gives the curves in Figure 7. Values decrease logarithmi-

cally due to the quadratic denominator of s�.
By superimposing the function that takes green num-

bers as inputs (Figure 6(a)) with the function that takes

length as input (Figure 6(b)), an example of the trade-off

between length and green numbers can be read of from the

intersection (cf. Figure 7). The plot shows that

s�(11, 6, 5)ø s�(7, 5, 5). Informally, a minimal-length play

with about a 60/40 ratio of green to red transitions and

states is dominated by a play of the same complexity in

which the trainee performs one unnecessary action but

raises the green to red ratio to approximately 85. In other

words, a play that exceeds task complexity is not automat-

ically inferior to a play that does not. It depends on how

Figure 5. Plot of score s * with constant complexity.

Figure 6. Behavior of score s * : (a) score s * as a function of the green number and (b) score s * as the function of the length of a play.
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the goal is reached. If the minimal-length play includes

many unacceptable means and intermediate states whereas

the longer play largely avoids them, the green number of

the latter may overtake the efficiency of the former as the

main influence on the score.

7. Sample plays

In this section, we compare a selection of plays and

explain discrepancies in their score by reference to the

causal laws and deontic norms. These examples serve to

illustrate how the causal theory, the deontic specification,

and the scoring function combine to form a single theory.

The plays are shown in an abbreviated form as alternating

sequences of actions and fluents: for each time-step, the

chosen action is displayed together with a selected fact

that explains the color of the state at that time instant. A

green state or transition is indicated by the sign in the right

margin and a red one with . A goal state is marked . We

consider two goal descriptions :holds(fireIn(oil), T) in

Figure 8 and T = n in Figure 9.

Starting with Figure 8(a), the first thing to note is that

the initial state is green even though the supposition is that

the stove is turned on too hot. This is due to the closure

condition (42) and the absence of a deontic norm outlaw-

ing hot stoves. They combine to make the state at step 1

green by default. In this particular play, the agent per-

ceives the hazard immediately and turns off the stove. The

turnOff action causes : holds(on, 2), by causal law (1)

and since the pan is not smoking, state constraint (9) is

triggered, and state 2 becomes a goal state. This is an opti-

mal play with a score of a 100.

In Figure 8(b), the agent turns on the fan at step 1. This

is not directly harmful, but by casual law (5), it is not an

action that prevents the pan from overheating. The pan

consequently overheats in step 2 coloring that state red.

Since the initial state is green, the ggg-constraint kicks in

and colors the act of turning on the fan red. This contrasts

instructively with the act of turning off the stove in step 2

of the same play. Since the stove is already overheated at

this moment, turning it off does not suffice to prevent

smoke from developing at the next instant. Hence state 3

is red. Yet, since state 2 is also red, the ggg-constraint is

not triggered, and the action at that step (turning off the

stove) is colored green by default. Now, by the axiom of

inertia (23), the effect of turning off the stove in step 2

persists in state 3 where it combines with the action of put-

ting the lid on the pan. Therefore, causal law (5) causes

state 4 to become a goal state, thus ending the play. This

play exceeds the task complexity of the kitchen scenario

by two steps and has a red to green ratio of 3/4. It is scored

at 23.

Figure 7. The green number versus the length of a play.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Sample plays with goal : holds(fireIn(oil), T).

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Sample plays with goal T = n.
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Step 1 of the play in Figure 8(c) is similar to step 1 of

Figure 8(b) insofar as the agent chooses the wrong action.

He puts the lid on the pan when he should have turned the

stove off first. In step 2, he waits. Since the pan overheats

at this point, waiting is expressly forbidden by the norm

(34). Waiting also causes the pan to start smoking in state

3, at which point the agent turns off the stove just in time

to prevent the fire. Compared to play 8(a), the forbidden

wait in step 2 is the negative difference that explains why

play 8(c) scores considerably lower at 14.

Turning now to the play in Figure 8(d), the agent pro-

crastinates in step 1. Again, since this is not an action that

prevents the stove from overheating, it is colored red by

the norm (34) (and would be anyway by the ggg-con-

straint). Next, the agent makes the rather uninformed

choice of turning on the fan in step 2. However, there is

no rule that expressly prohibits this; turning on the fan is

acceptable even though it allows smoke to develop at the

next step. Contrast this with the wait action which is cov-

ered by the norm (35). Intuitively, the meaning of

Equation (35) is to prohibit an action if it does contribute

to suppressing the smoke from the pan. The lack of gener-

ality of norms (34) and (35) may therefore be considered a

flaw in this particular deontic specification, and one may

consider replacing them with:

unacceptable:turnOff stoveð Þ if heats panð Þ ð53Þ
unacceptable:put lid, panð Þ if smoke panð Þ ð54Þ

Norms (53) and (54) follow the same representational

strategy as employed in causal laws (5) and (6). It draws

on the closed world assumption for actions expressed by

rule (24) to conclude that the lid has not been put on the

pan (respectively the stove turned off) if that action has

not been explicitly recorded or deduced. Now, moving for-

ward one time-step, the agent also chooses to do nothing

in step 3, which forces him to put on the lid and turn off

the stove in one go in step 4. This is the very last time-

point at which the fire can be prevented, which is why the

play scores very low at 11.

Now, changing the goal from :holds(fireIn(oil), T) to

T = n means that we are allowing the agent to fail. The

new goal is simply to extract sequences of actions that are

as long as the planning horizon, irrespective of the out-

come. This way, poor plays in which a fire does break out,

in the pan or in the vent shaft, and so on, come into scope

for the scoring function. Figure 9 shows two such plays.

The play in Figure 9(a) displays features that we have

already discussed; the action in the first time-step is the

wrong one, so state 2 becomes red, which in turns entails

that the action in question is colored red by the ggg-con-

straint. Turning on the fan in step 2 is deemed acceptable,

even though it allows smoke to develop—another illustra-

tion that the norm (35) should probably be generalized.

The agent woefully does nothing in step 3, closing his

window of opportunity to prevent fire in the cooking oil

which consequently breaks out in state 4. The agent then

turns off the stove. Although that is an acceptable action at

this point, it is too late to prevent the fire. It also does not

prevent the fire from spreading to the vent shaft in step 5,

which it does because the fan is on. Needless to say, this is

a poor play. It gets a score of 5.

An even worse performance is the play in Figure 9(b).

Indeed, this is as bad as it gets according to this particular

deontic specification. The agent does nothing at all, allow-

ing the pan fire to break out and rage on. One thing to note

though is that this scenario scores less than the play 9(a),

although the outcome is less severe. More specifically, the

fire does not spread to the vent shaft since the fan is not

on. This suggests that a binary scoring scheme where states

and actions are either good or bad may be a bit too simplis-

tic. An interesting generalization would be to subdivide the

class of unacceptable actions into those that do not have

positive consequences (such as waiting) and those that

may have negative consequences (such as turning on the

fan). These actions could then be scored differently. We

leave this topic of degrees of goodness and badness for

future research.

8. Discussion and final remarks

The scoring scheme we have proposed is most aptly

viewed as expressing a concept of instrumental rationality,

or more precisely the efficacy of an agent to achieve the

desired ends given the means provided. A next step would

be to develop scoring functions for other skills. As an

example, consider the skill of situation awareness.73 A

trainee can exhibit various degrees of effective means-

ends reasoning in a scenario, but one would not know if

this was due to excellent situation awareness, knowledge

of routines, other skills, or pure good fortune. The type of

scoring function presented above may be extendable to sit-

uation awareness, either by carefully designing tasks that

eliminate routine and familiarity effects, or by randomiz-

ing the selection and location of key objects in the scene.

This is a topic we are actively researching at the time of

writing as a way of assessing situtation awareness.

To make our work of use to exercise managers and

domain experts, we are also developing graphical tools for

scenario design.74 Specifically, we are investigating block-

based programming (https://developers.google.com/

blockly) for selecting ontology-defined objects and actions

and composing scenarios from them. The Blockly design

space is combined with a sunburst diagram (https://data-

vizproject.com/data-type/sunburst-diagram/) that displays

all possible plays of a scenario, including colors and

scores for each play. A scenario designer can thus assess

whether a particular scenario design has the appropriate

complexity and the relevant events to train the desired
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skills, and redesign if needed. Such a design space will

present a major improvement on current practices. Note

also that the designer will be oblivious to all the ASP com-

puting going on behind the scene.

The framework, as described above, has a binary scor-

ing scheme: states and transitions are either good or bad.

This scheme is easily extendable to ordinal or interval

scoring scales, to reflect further degrees of goodness or

badness.

We expect the development in this paper to have a sig-

nificantly positive impact on planning and analyzing

simulation-based training. Once the framework has been

implemented in an exercise design and analysis tool,

empirical validation of usability can commence. Our

approach is instrumental in acquiring structured training

data. When large amounts of such data have been secured,

machine learning techniques can be employed on that data

to give input to scenario design as described in this paper.

In this way, both machine reasoning and machine learning

may work together for better design and analysis of

simulation-based training. However, the main contribution

of this paper is its theoretical elaboration of AI planning

for SBT and the resulting stringent definition of the sce-

nario concept, including plays, goals and scoring.
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